Report FMBB Meeting 27-05-2005 Aue (Germany)
1. The president of the FMBB-committee opens the meeting and welcomes all present
delegates.
1.1 Question about the languages used in this meeting. Translations will be in English and
German
2. Number of countries present
1.2. There are 13 countries present
3. Evaluation of report FMBB meeting 14-05-2004 in Aichdorf (Austria). No remarks.
3.1 Why is this report available one year afterwards ?
►Starting this year the report will be sent by email to the delegates shortly after the meeting
4. Organisation of the Worldchampionships for the coming years
4.1.Hungary is candidate for 2006. The WC will be including IPO, Agility and Mondioring.
The Hungarian delegates informs about location, contact, environment etc.
□ There will be no exposition because the Hungarian organisation has no facilities for this.
□ The dates of the WC 2006 are 4th till 7th May 2006. The dates are in the beginning of May
because of the availability of the tracking grounds
4.2 France is candidate for 2007. Johan Weckhuyzen provides some information since the
responsible French delegate will be arriving tomorrow.
Location is Le Touquet in NW of France. All 5 disciplines of the WC (IPO, Agility, Mondioring,
Obedience and Exposition) will take place.
The meeting agrees with the French candidature.
4.3 For 2008 Slovenia is candidate. Disciplines are IPO and Agility, possibly also Mondioring.
4.4 For 2009 Greece is a possible candidate
5. Drawing of the starting numbers.
The committee of the FMBB proposes to take this drawing procedure in own hands. There will
be a standard procedure (by means of software).
► The meeting agrees.
6. The list of the nations which are member of the FMBB is read by the secretary
6.1. Why are several nations not up to date with their membership and contribution ?
Depending on the national structure there is delay between the time of application and the
time the national organisation can approve membership
6.2 German delegation asks since when there is a contribution
Theo Dijkman : this contribution has been handled and approved in the meetings of the last
years and specifically in 2004 where there were forms distributed. Also on the website of the
FMBB this is accessible.
6.3 How is it possible that there are still contributions not payed ?
In some nations the national assembly has to approve and this can take some time.
7. Germany proposes to spread the information on the conventional way (sending by regular
post) since not everybody has a internet connection.
► The addresses of the responsible delegates change from time to time and not always the
secretary of the FMBB committee is informed up to date. Again the secretary of the FMBB
urges all present delegates to inform about updates. A list of the actual addresses of this
moment is spread around. Since internet connection is almost a common good for
everybody contact by email will continue.
8. Financial overview by Albert Ritter (treasurer FMBB committee)

8.1

8.2

2003
Balance 31-12-2003 :
Income :
Expenses :

€ 2009,54
€ 2507,97
€ 71,05

2004
31-12-2004 :
Saving account
Balance :
Total

€ 4000,46
€ 446,46
€ 4446,46

9. The committee asks for human resource for the several commissions (IPO, Agility etc)
► There will be a description of the tasks to be forfilled so it will be clear what kind of job
has to be done. The affiliated nations can react and propose by means of candidates.
10. Germany asks how many affiliated members at the moment and why are they not all
present at this meeting
► There are 18 countries which have applied and the presence at this meeting is voluntarily
11. Worldchampionship 2005
11.1 The FMBB-committee thanks the German organisation.
11.2 Invitation judges
► The German organisation proposes that the FMBB committee requests approval of the
judges in their own country
11.3 How is it possible that a bitch in season can train Thursday on the official ground ?
► This information came through other canals and will be investigated. According to the
German organisation the sprinklersystem on the ground would neutralize the scent of a bitch
in season
► The rules concerning a bitch in season is well-known and clear, these bitches can only
train and perform at the last stage on the final day. In most cases there is a segregated
ground to train.
11.4 There were no tracking objects sent to the countries ; this has never happened before.
Greece has had a opportunity to get the objects for only three hours. Germany has trained
elaborately with the objects.
Germany informs that sending the objects was too expensive.
► Regarding the organisation rules of the FMBB the objects has to be sent to the nations
before the event.
11.5 The helpers were not tested before the event by judges and FMBB although this had to
be done.
11.6 The judge for Tracking informed during the meeting with the coaches that he would
judge according the rules of the WUSV. This was not correct, the rules of the FMBB have to
be the principal way of performance. There were some communication problems with this
judge at the meeting which were handled at the same time.
11.7 The helpers did not perform according the rules
► FCI rules must be followed
► Greece asks the FMBB to make a statement and take position. Greece deposits an
official complaint which the committee wil take in consideration.
The president of the committee ends the meeting and thanks all present for their
contribution.

